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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DISA is undergoing a transformation effort to improve the state of its data, information technology (IT),
and network capabilities to better support the DISA mission, gain efficiencies, and lower support costs.
The DISA Data Strategy Implementation Plan (IPlan) describes a modern approach to information
architecture and data management, outlines workstreams necessary to organize activities, defines
future activities, and identifies next steps for the DISA organization.

AS DOD EMBRACES SEVERAL DATA-MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES, WE SEEK TO BUILD A

CULTURE THAT VALUES DATA AS A STRATEGIC ASSET TO DRIVE MISSION EFFECTIVENESS.

WHEN THOUGHTFULLY COLLECTED AND ANALYZED, DATA CAN ACCELERATE INNOVATION,
AND IMPROVE SERVICE DELIVERY. THERE IS ALSO AN INHERENT POWER IN OWNING DATA TO
CONTROL THE HIGH GROUND. DISA’S CHIEF DATA OFFICER (CDO) WILL DRIVE THE AGENCY
TOWARD A MORE DATA-CENTRIC CULTURE AND ENSURE THAT DATA IS DISCOVERABLE,
ACCESSIBLE, AND DECISION-ENABLING THROUGH SECURE AND MODERNIZED SYSTEMS,
STANDARDS AND GOVERNANCE”
LT GEN ROBERT J. SKINNER, Director DISA

Per Department of Defense (DoD) Chief Data Officer (CDO) guidance, this DISA Data Strategy IPlan
acknowledges the DoD Data Strategy as the effective DISA Data Strategy for DISA and accepts the
essential Vision, Guiding Principles, and Goals the DoD Strategy provides and will not expend a great
deal of effort to rehash these fundamental elements of the strategy. In direct response to the DoD Data
Strategy, the DISA Data Strategy IPlan does take time to respond to the DoD’s requirements associated
with the four Essential Capabilities of Architecture, Standards, Talent & Culture, and Governance.
Delivering these capabilities in a manner that will enable DISA to achieve the DoD’s goals and objectives
will require a significant investment of time, resources, and enthusiasm from across the DISA
organization. As a newly established Chief Data Office, the DISA Office of the CDO (OCDO) will focus its
early efforts on these important foundational areas and has identified the following Line of Efforts (LOE).
The DISA Data Strategy IPlan defines these efforts along with associated deliverables, and timelines. The
LOEs are as follows:
•
•
•
•

X

Line of Effort 1 – Data Architecture & Governance
Line of Effort 2 – Advanced Analytics
Line of Effort 3 – Data Culture
Line of Effort 4 – Knowledge Management
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1 OVERVIEW
LEVERAGE DATA AS A CENTER OF GRAVITY
Our country, our government, our military, and our adversaries are all firmly in the grip of digital
transformation. The effects are pervasive and unrelenting. In the face of any change, the essential
choice is to respond or react. A reaction is what you are forced to do when you choose not to respond. A
response, on the other hand, is a deliberate, intelligent, informed sequence of activities designed to
leverage the opportunities that change brings about. On behalf of our nation’s warfighter, DISA is
arguably ground zero with respects to the impacts of digital transformation, and DISA’s ability exploit
data is critical in formulating an effective response. To guide and inform these efforts, the U.S.
Department of Defense has authored the DoD Digital Modernization Strategy and DoD Data Strategy
while also formalizing the role of the Chief Data Officer across all the DoD components in accordance
with 44 U.S. Code § 3520. The 2022 DISA Strategic Plan boldly echoes these messages and calls for DISA
as an organization to Leverage Data as a Center of Gravity and establishes that mandate as a pillar of its
overarching strategic plan. The DISA Office of the Chief Data Officer (OCDO) is set to lead these efforts
and presents this Implementation Plan as a guide to how DISA will both manage and exploit data as a
critical enterprise asset to achieve information dominance and operational agility in delivering digital
capabilities to our nation’s warfighter.

1.1 Purpose
This document is a direct response to the DoD Data Strategy and its call for component level Chief Data
Officers to develop a DoD Data Strategy IPlan unique to their organizations. It outlines the specific lines
of effort and other tactics DISA will adopt to achieve the vision, goals, and objectives outlined in the DoD
Data Strategy. The DISA Data Strategy IPlan, hereafter referred to simply as the IPlan, will also serve as
the essential planning document for the OCDO and provide overarching guidance to the DISA
organization as a whole. This IPlan provides:
•
•
•
•

A consensus driven collection of guiding principles to inform DISA design, architecture, and
development efforts from a data management perspective.
An outline of established industry frameworks to help define and organize essential capabilities
and services while also helping build a roadmap towards targeted degrees of data management
maturity.
Defined Lines of Effort and Initiatives aligned to relevant strategy, policy, and unique needs of
the DISA organization.
A process for the definition of Critical Success Factors and Key Performance Indicators to
measure OCDO progress towards achieving foundational components of governance,
stewardship and architecture while also objectively measuring OCDO efforts on defined mission
outcomes, goals, and objectives.

1.2 Scope
The intended audience as described in section 1.4 defines the ultimate scope of the intended impacts of
the effort this I-Plan identifies. From an execution perspective, the Lines of Effort defined in this I-Plan
span multiple Agency organizations including operations, workforce development, emerging
technologies, cyber development, et al.
1

1.3 Objectives
The DoD Data Strategy competently outlines four essential capabilities including Architecture,
Standards, Talent & Culture, and Governance required to ensure data is Visible, Accessible, Understood,
Linked, Trusted, Integrated and Secure (VAULTIS). It is the expectation of DoD Chief Data Office that
each component will use their respective IPlan responses to outline the means by which they will
achieve these capabilities and realize the VAULTIS goals to ensure data can be both managed and
exploited as a critical enterprise asset in the following pages, the Lines of Effort and initiatives identified
will map definitively to these DoD capabilities and goals.

1.4 Audience
The intended audience for this IPlan includes all DISA organizations and personnel which produce,
consume, manage, and rely on data for the essential decision-making processes critical to the DISA
mission. The OCDO intentions are for the Agency workforce to become not just data-aware but data
savvy and begin to explore the art-of-the-possible in how managing and exploiting data as an asset can
positively impact specific missions. Moreover, key individuals and organizations will be called upon to be
educated in specific data management disciplines and apply relevant domain expertise to serve as Data
Stewards or participate in critical Data Stewardship activities related to standards, compliance,
architecture, etc. Communities of Interest (COIs) will emerge to promote the data management
disciplines and innovations that will enable DISA to embrace digital transformation and out-maneuver
our adversaries in the digital battle space. The IPlan will serve to establish the foundational direction
and priorities relevant to data centric stakeholders. It will provide them with the critical guidance to
support the digital transformation that will fuel the modernization and alignment of DISA technologies
to a data-first ecosystem that supports a system-agnostic and interoperable approach to data required
to drive the degrees of organizational agility required on the frontlines of the DISA mission.

2 GUIDING PRINCIPLES
OUR CORE VALUES EXPRESSED TO INFORM OUR EFFORTS
In support of DISA strategic goals and modernization, the following information and data objectives will
direct and guide the modern DISA information ecosystem. The Agency uses the guiding principles as
articulated in the DoD Data Strategy, to overcome data problems and support DISA strategic goals. Table
1 below defines the guiding principles.

2.1 DoD Data Strategy Guiding Principles
At a higher level, the DoD leverages eight Guiding Principles which inform the DoD Data Strategy’s goals,
objectives, and essential capabilities. The following is a summary of these principles included here for
convenience. See the DoD Data Strategy for more details.
Table 1. Guiding Principles

1

PRINCIPLE

DEFINITION

Data is a Strategic Asset

DoD data is a high-interest commodity and must be leveraged in a way that
brings both immediate and lasting military advantage.
2

2

Collective Data Stewardship

DoD must assign Data Stewards, Data Custodians, and a set of functional
Data Managers to achieve accountability throughout the entire data
lifecycle.

3

Data Ethics

DoD must put ethics at the forefront of all thought and actions as it relates
to how data is collected, used, and stored.

4

Data Collection

DoD must enable electronic collection of data at the point of creation and
maintain the pedigree of that data at all times.

5

Enterprise-Wide Data
Access and Availability

DoD data must be made available for use by all authorized individuals and
non-person entities through appropriate mechanisms.

6

Data for Artificial
Intelligence Training

Data for Artificial Intelligence Training – Data sets for A.I. training and
algorithmic models will increasingly become the DoD’s most valuable digital
assets and we must create a framework for managing them across the data
lifecycle that provides protected visibility and responsible brokerage.

7

Data Fit for Purpose

DoD must carefully consider any ethical concerns in data collection, sharing,
use, rapid data integration as well as minimization of any sources of
unintended bias.

8

Design for Compliance

DoD must implement IT solutions that provide an opportunity to fully
automate the information management lifecycle, properly secure data, and
maintain end-to-end records management.

2.2 DISA OCDO Data Management Guiding Principles
The DISA OCDO has adopted an expanded list of guiding principles harvested from organizational
lessons learned, maturity assessments, and industry proven frameworks. The principles identified below
should be applied to and inform all aspects of the evolving DISA data architecture, data governance,
metadata collection, data platform design, systems design, interface design, etc.
Purpose copies of datasets are eliminated except in the context of their authoritative source.
This principle is often widely used in industry as an architectural golden rule for the development of new
applications, platforms, and data sharing solutions. In mature organizations, even one purposeful copy
of an enterprise data asset is considered a symptom of poor system design, weak data architecture
practices, and accrued architectural debt. Interestingly, data sharing policies have exaggerated these
issues within DoD organizations in as much as they force authoritative data sources to provide ondemand copies of data without the benefit of effective enterprise integration patterns and modern
technology enablers in the context of an evolved data architecture.
The proliferation of point-to-point interfaces is reduced or eliminated.
Decades of organic, ungoverned IT growth have resulted in DoD organizations having to manage
unwieldy, ever-growing portfolios of IT applications. The essential business processes operating across
these applications gives rise to the development of bespoke, point-to-point interfaces in large numbers.
Collectively, these interfaces are largely unmonitored, yield little insights to the data being exchanged,
generate little or no enterprise metrics, and are inherently resistant to enterprise data quality
assessments. Studies conducted by the US Air Force estimate the average Point-to-Point interface costs
$250K to $500K to implement. Established integration pattern refactoring principles should be published
and used by data architects to review data exchanges across the DISA ecosystem.
Data architecture is the reflection of the DISA Mission; it is not just a technology domain.
This principle is critical to both a successful data governance and individual data management efforts. If
organizational units do not collaborate or if they abdicate local responsibility for information
3

architecture and data governance to information technologists, it leads to the creation of data silos,
disparate data, poor data quality, and a focus on activity over value. The organization must be a partner
with technologists in data governance and information architecture strengths. This process of
organization participation in the definition of common data is called data governance.
The identification and definition of data attributes must involve the organization.
When the organization does not lead this effort, there is a loss of understanding over time that can
neither be fixed nor replaced through the efforts of information technologists alone. For mission-critical
data elements, the respective DISA component must identify Data Stewards within the organization that
can maintain the integrity of data definitions and approve the appropriate use of data for the desired
purpose.
Data is an organizational asset and must be managed with an enterprise perspective.
Once the organization has assumed the responsibility for its role in data governance and the Data
Stewards are identifying and defining data attributes, the data must be managed at an enterprise
(centralized) level. Data management decisions cannot be made at the system or program level because
the data is an enterprise asset, decisions regarding how it is managed must also be made at the
enterprise level.
Data that is common to more than one DISA organization must be defined through consensus by
representatives of those components (Data Stewardship).
It is essential when data is used by more than one organization it be defined by representatives of all of
the organizational units to preserve essential equities. When units are not represented in decisionmaking, their specific needs may not be reflected. This is what leads to units creating their “own”
versions of common data, as they are unable to use the “official” data.
The value of data to the enterprise is in its fitness for reusability, not its exclusivity.
To process data and exploit only the original insight of the calculation is short-sighted. Even worse is to
lock it away. The practices and tools of effective data management cannot stand alone in the data
ecosystem, they rely on and support the reusability of data. The organization benefits when both the
data management efforts and the results of those efforts form a platform for future discovery and
innovation. As big data, analytics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Machine Learning (ML) grow in maturity
and adoption, there will be a rising need to support exchange, collaboration, and reuse around
enterprise data.
The value of a data management staff is in its ability to build high quality, reusable data assets.
Data gatekeepers may perceive they provide value to the organization by hoarding the data. This is
exacerbated when institutional knowledge is often locked away in the memory of these individuals. A
mature data management staff adopts as its mission the commitment to make it easier for the
organization to gain access quickly to documented and defined information of known quality. Data
management staff succeeds when the usage of data stores tend toward ubiquity.
Different information use cases require different data management solutions.
The technology necessary for processing transactional data is significantly different than the technology
necessary for analytical processing or providing a dashboard of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The
format of the data in these environments will be different. The security concerns for the data will be
different. Each of these environments in turn is significantly different than one that is responsible for
managing master or reference data or one responsible for storing data historically.
To be sustainable, physical data stores must be governed by a logical understanding of the enterprise,
captured in an enterprise data model.
An Enterprise Data Model is not a database design. It represents the authoritative definition of data
entities (people, places, things, events, etc.) and their attributes (characteristics) along with the
relationships between the data entities (e.g., A Provider provides one or more Services, but must
provide at least one). The Enterprise Data Model captures the operational rules that govern data. The
4

Enterprise Data Model is used to produce both logical and physical data models for specific solutions.
The purpose of a data management organization is to produce a data product that meets the
information needs of the organization. In the same way that the organization has an obligation to help
define data and corresponding organization rules, the data management organization has an obligation
to implement solutions consistent with those definitions, and rules using sound technology practices.
Everyone must bring issues that can have an adverse effect on data quality to the attention of the
organization. The organization will decide the priority and the appropriate investment for resolving
those issues.
If it isn’t documented, it doesn’t exist; if it can’t be measured it has no value.
Data must be defined, both technically and from a mission perspective. Mission rules must be defined.
Data processes and Data quality issues must be documented. This documentation must be maintained
in an organized manner and be accessible. The enterprise must be able to measure the quality of its
data and the processes to leverage reusable data.

3 DATA-DRIVEN MATURITY
THE CRITICAL ROLE OF ENTERPRISE DATA MANAGEMENT PROCESS CAPABILITY
MATURITY

3.1 Leveraging Industry Frameworks
The DISA OCDO recognizes its important role to embrace Enterprise Data Management (EDM) process
capability maturity on behalf of the DISA organization as a whole. EDM is a discipline which over the
past 30 years has emerged as a critical enabler for organizations to embrace digital transformation and
avoid the inevitable degrees of technical and architectural debt that would inhibit sustained growth and
agility. Today, a rich ecosystem of academic, theoretical, and practical resources is available to
organizations pursuing their path towards targeted degrees of EDM process capability maturity. Industry
frameworks such as DAMA International’s Data Management Body of Knowledge (DMBOK) serve as an
important resource for the DISA OCDO to establish a proven, well-defined suite of data management
disciplines around which the OCDO can organize its core services, capabilities, and educational
materials. Coupled with the Software Engineering Institute’s Data Management Maturity Model (DMM),
the DISA OCDO can gain quantitative insights into DISA’s current state data management dysfunction
and establish a roadmap towards a targeted degree of EDM process capability maturity. Ultimately,
DISA’s capacity to exploit data as an asset, hinges on its ability to manage data as an asset. For example,
the exploitative role of analytics is to harvest tactical and strategic insights from an organizations data
asset and connect those insights with decision makers at the speed of relevance. DISA’s ability to
sustain, scale, and guarantee the quality of the insights and the connections relies entirely upon
achieving the requisite degrees of EDM process capability maturity and the DISA OCDO will leverage
these proven industry frameworks to this end.
3.1.1 DAMA DMBOK
The Data Management Association’s Data Management Body of Knowledge is perhaps one of the most
well-known independent, industry publications on data and has provided both industry and government
with an overarching model to describe eleven Knowledge Areas which define the overall scope of data
management. The DAMA Knowledge Areas and relevant environmental factors are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Classic DAMA Wheel & DAMA Environmental Factors
Within each of these Knowledge Areas shown in the leftmost figure above, DMBOK provides an in-depth
description of the various disciplines associated with proactively and effectively managing data as an
enterprise asset. DAMA comprehensively defines the knowledge areas, disciplines, best practices, and
methodologies. The DISA OCDO will leverage DMBOK to help establish a common Data Management
vocabulary within the organization and eliminate ambiguity and misinformation around certain data
management activities. However, for all the depth DMBOK provides, it does not pretend to be a Data
Management Maturity Model per se. This is the role of the SEI’s Data Management Maturity Model
discussed in the next section.
3.1.2 SEI DMM
In 2014, the CMMI Institute published version 1 of its Data Management Maturity (DMM)SM. The CMMI
worked collaboratively with a handful of industry partners to provide a global, vendor neutral model for
mapping and assessing Enterprise Data Management Maturity. The goal is to provide a quantifiable
means of identifying organizational readiness to effectively manage Data as a critical enterprise asset

Figure 2. DMM’s Five Major Process Areas
and cultivate business aligned, data-driven operations. DMM addresses what we call the “Business of
doing Data Management” and addresses the process maturity required to build the foundational
processes essential for effective Enterprise Data Management practices under the purview of a Chief
Data Officer. The DMM consolidates these processes under five major process areas. Figure 2 illustrates
how these processes relate and work together to create the foundations of an effective data
6

management organization. If not leveraged correctly, however, the return on investment of a full-scale,
independently audited DMM assessment can be very low. In response the OCDO will leverage the SEI
DMM product’s comprehensive volume of practice statements along with the essential scoring model to
provide a limited scope, incremental self-assessment approach the OCDO can employ as needed.

4 LINES OF EFFORT
DISA LINES OF EFFORT AND INITIATIVES
The DISA Strategic Plan mandate to Leverage Data as a Center of Gravity outlines five untapped
efficiencies considered essential towards establishing a data centric culture. The DISA Strategic Action
Plan (DISA SAP) further elaborates this mandate and identifies the specific tasks required to achieve the
target efficiencies. This IPlan adopts these DISA SAP tasks as a foundational starting point for the nearterm and long-term DISA OCDO initiatives documented in the four Lines of Effort (LOE) provided below.
These LOEs are intelligently aligned to both the DISA SAP and DoD Data Strategy and supplemented
thoughtfully with efforts designed to enhance the impact on DISA operations and DISA culture. Each of
the LOEs and their corresponding outcomes are interdependent and must work together for mutual
success. Table 2 illustrates the LOEs and their strategic alignment.
Table 2. LOEs and Their Strategic Alignment
LOE

1

2

3

4

DESCRIPTION

DISA
STRATEGIC
ACTION PLAN

DOD
DATA
STRATEGY

Data as an
Asset; Data
Architecture

Data Architecture
& Governance

Unravel the complexities of DISA’s current state
data architecture and build a cohesive data
architecture that enables transparency, data
sharing, encourages data collaboration, and sensing
for cyber and business analytics. Leverage mature
governance and stewardship to ensure DISA’s data
architecture will evolve in agile fashion fully aligned
to DISA mission priorities and in compliance with all
relevant policy, law, regulation, and best practices.

Guiding
Principle:
Data is a
Strategic
Asset,
Architecture

Advanced
Analytics

Advanced Analytics

Develop advanced analytics and business
intelligence to enhance day-to-day decision-making
and capabilities for joint all-domain and
electromagnetic spectrum operations. Democratize
access to advanced analytics capabilities and DISA
organizational assets.

Essential
Capability:
Data is a
Strategic
Asset

Data Culture

Essential
Capability:
Talent &
Culture

Data
Architecture

Essential
Capability:
Data is a
Strategic
Asset

Data Culture

Knowledge
Management

Promote a data-centric culture within the workforce

Evolve DISA’s ability to develop, capture, organize,
and share organizational information assets
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4.1 Line of Effort 1 - Data Architecture & Governance
In as much as the DoD Data Strategy outlines the broader vision and goals of a mature, data-driven
enterprise, DISA’s LOE 1 defines the details behind what is required to achieve that vision. Data-driven
organizations are organizationally capable of effectively exploiting their data assets. However, an
organization’s capacity to exploit data as an asset, hinges on its ability to manage data as an asset. In
industry as well as government, studies reveal that most organizational leaders do in-fact at least
recognize their data as a critical, enterprise asset. Despite the recognition, however, evidence of
proactive management of their data assets is rarely observed. In a DoD context, if the asset was a
weapon system, we would no doubt find a wealth of personnel and systems dedicated to the planning,
acquisition, O&M, utilization, improvement, monitoring, and disposal activities associated with the
weapon system. Put simply, these familiar asset management activities are the same activities required
to manage data as an asset. As a result, the DISA OCDO recognizes that proactive asset data
management activities require effective data governance, data architecture, and Data Stewardship
programs and disciplines. These programs are the focus of LOE 1 which fundamentally seeks to establish
the measures required to accelerate DISA ’s progress towards achieving the structural, organizational,
and operational changes required to proactively manage and exploit DISA’s data assets. In the context of
LOE 1, the DISA OCDO seeks to:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Establish a common vocabulary for DISA systems, leadership, staff, mission partners, and
warfighter stakeholders.
Ensure managed assets are visible, accessible, understandable, linked, trusted, interoperable,
and secure in alignment to DoD Data Strategy’s VAULTIS Goals.
Establish Data Architecture as a core discipline leveraging program level Data Stewards to
champion data management best practices and architectural rigor in alignment to DoD Data
Strategy’s definition of Essential Capabilities.
Establish the appropriate data governance structures and processes required to translate
mission strategy through the medium of data architecture to achieve mission outcomes in an
agile and responsive manner.
Maintain the metadata and artifacts which accurately reflect current state data architecture to
support informed enterprise decision making on how best to evolve that architecture to adapt
to changing needs and mission needs.
Leverage data governance to adjudicate proposed changes to evolve the architecture in a
manner responsive to changing mission needs.
Define architectural standards established to guide, inform, and accelerate the evolution DISA’s
data architecture and its impact on data-driven decision making and effective DISA operations
supporting the warfighter.
Establish the policy and strategy foundations required to promote data sharing, enable datadriven decision making, develop a data-centric workforce, and secure data-at-rest and data-inflight.
Measure and drive accountability for technical and architectural debt incurred within the DISA
organization.

The goals above require a substantial investment of time and resources into data architecture and
governance. While theoretically and functionally separate data management disciplines, the DISA OCDO
understands the important relationship between the two and recognizes the critical need for close
coordination and integration in implementation. In large organizations, the need for close integration is
critical and will avoid many pitfalls experienced by Chief Data Organizations operating at scale in
complex organizations.
8

4.1.1 DATA ARCHITECTURE
The DISA OCDO understands and will actively promote the strategic and operational value of data
architecture discipline. In the same manner a network engineer would consult a wiring diagram or
network topology before making a change to a critical network, DISA’s leadership should have access to
an up-to-date, authoritative view of DISA’s data architecture before making any tactical or strategic
decisions about how it will change or evolve. Establishing this type of architectural view requires the
collection of all in-scope business, technical, and administrative data architecture associated with the
sources, persistence, security, structure, exchanges, and mission context of the data flowing through the
DISA organization. The collection of this metadata must be executed by qualified individuals (Data
Stewards) using OCDO supplied metadata collection standards and procedures. LOE 1 reflects the DISA
OCDO’s efforts to provide the standards, policies, and procedures which will establish how metadata will
be stored, organized, governed, managed, updated, and disseminated. In the realm of technology
enablement, the content of these artifacts and data architecture metadata will be collected, managed,
and governed in fit-for-purpose metadata repository or data catalog. The DISA OCDO will leverage
modern data cataloging methodologies and technologies to enable the full spectrum of data
architecture and governance activities for which the OCDO is responsible. In addition, the DISA OCDO
will facilitate the collection, adoption and development of data architecture standards designed to
properly evolve the DISA data architecture to ensure the quality, availability, interoperability, reuse,
security, and relevancy of DISA’s organizational data assets.
4.1.2 DATA GOVERNANCE
Data Governance begins with the simple yet foundational assertion that the “the business owns its
data”. Data Governance is the expression of business priorities in the medium of data, and it is the
responsibility of business and mission leaders to define how data will be leveraged to achieve positive
mission outcomes. This responsibility, however, is often abdicated to IT and against the backdrop of the
digital revolution organizations are losing their strategic ability to deploy and exploit data effectively in
the battlespace for digital dominance. DISA must be a standard-bearer in this context within the DoD. In
response, the DISA OCDO will establish modern Data Governance and Data Stewardship programs which
will ensure DISA’s data assets are fully employed and intelligently positioned to achieve mission
priorities in a nimble and responsive manner. The DISA Data Governance Council and Executive Steering
Committee will serve as the essential mission guidance on the use of DISA data assets and the OCDO will
leverage the 2021 DoD Data Stewardship Guidebook to establish a robust Data Stewardship framework
to ensure the organizations data assets are fully mission capable.
4.1.3 LOE 1 INITIATIVES
LOE 1 encompasses multiple initiatives focused on a proactive approach to managing data as an asset
which is embodied in the foundational activities associated with Data Architecture and Governance. The
following identifies each initiative, a core deliverable, and associated timeframe (see Table 3):
Table 3. LOE 1 Initiatives, Core Deliverables, and Associated Timeframes
INITIATIVE

DELIVERABLE

TIMEFRAME

1

Establish a DISA Metadata Standard to guide
the collection and registration of the essential
architecture metadata

DISA Metadata Standard v1.0

2QFY23

2

Implement a fit-for-purpose Data Governance,
Architecture, and Data Cataloging solution
(DISA SAP)

IOC of IBM Watson Knowledge
Catalog available in IL5 accredited
environment

1QFY23

3

Create/maintain a master data inventory.
(DISA SAP)

AS-IS DISA Data Architecture
accessible in WKC Data Catalog

4QFY23

9

4

Identify/catalog/document the agency’s data
repositories, structures, and attributes;
prepare to align to the Chief Data Office’s
(CDO) forthcoming data-centric design (DISA
SAP)

AS-IS DISA Data Architecture
accessible in WKC Data Catalog

1QFY23

5

Create data governance policies for an
enterprise approach to evolve DISA’s data use.
(DISA SAP)

OCDO Foundational policies
including: DISA Data Sharing Policy
v1.0, DISA Data Stewardship
Framework v1.0, DISA Metadata
Standard v1.0

4QFY22

DISA Data Driven Performance
Framework v1.0

2QFY24

6

Develop a DISA specific, self-assessed data
management maturity model and selfassessment framework tailored from industry
proven models

RMF Data Management Controls
Proposal

3QFY23

7

Complete the requisite research and analysis
to develop a proposal for the incorporation of
data management controls into the Risk
Management Framework (RMF)

Data Architecture Acquisition
Requirements Proposal

4QFY23

8

Complete the requisite research and analysis
to develop a proposal for the incorporation of
data management and architecture best
practices into acquisition related materials

9

Establish the DISA Data Governance Council

Council Charter

2QFY22

10

Establish a Robust Data Stewardship
Framework

DISA Data Stewardship Framework
v1.0

2QFY22

4.2 Line of Effort 2 - Advanced Analytics
Since data architecture, governance and stewardship activities are established by the DISA OCDO to
manage data as an asset, the expansive adoption of advanced analytics represents an effective,
impactful means to exploit those assets. Exploiting data as an asset within the DISA ecosystem requires
more than just siloed expertise in a variety of technology, analytics, and data management disciplines.
Connecting Analytics Insights with decision makers at the speed of relevance in an agile, scalable
manner is essential to achieve DISA strategic goals. Scaling and sustaining these connections over the
long term, however, is the essence of a data-driven organization and requires a deep understanding of
the functional relationships between these disciplines and the process capability maturity required to
define effective decision-making value streams. Analytics enablement and the democratization of
essential capabilities is a critical first step. In response to these needs, the DISA OCDO will establish the
following:
4.2.1 ANALYTICS CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
The DISA OCDO will establish an advanced analytics practice within the DISA OCDO to serve as Center of
Excellence (COE) to promote exploitation of DISA data assets. The Data Analytics COE will establish,
document, and publish data science best practices, design patterns and standards for adoption across
DISA organizations. The COE will leverage the DISA Data Lab and promote the use of the DISA Data Lab
environment. The COE will maintain a staff of data scientists to promote advanced analytics, aid
organizations in exploring the art-of-the-possible and selectively adopt and support use cases for
organizations requiring assistance. The COE will also drive integration across important initiatives and
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programs such as JADC2 and Thunderdome to ensure the consistent application of data management
disciplines as they relate to Zero Trust Architecture, Enterprise Search and Mediation.
4.2.2 OCDO DATA LAB ENVIRONMENT
Analytics Enablement encompasses the essential infrastructure, tooling, processes, and business model
required to democratize access to analytics capabilities and organizational data assets to a broad range
of DISA organizational stakeholders. The goal is to provide the DISA workforce a highly accessible
analytics lab environment that will influence and enable the advancement of data analytics across the
organization.
4.2.3 EXPLOIT DATA AS AN ASSET
Exploiting data as an asset within the DISA ecosystem requires more than just siloed expertise in a
variety of technology, analytics, and data management disciplines. Connecting Analytics Insights with
decision makers at the speed of relevance is an essential goal. Scaling and sustaining these connections
over the long term, however, is the essence of a data-driven organization and requires a deep
understanding of the functional relationships between these disciplines and the process capability
maturity required to define effective decision-making value streams.
4.2.4 LOE 2 INITIATIVES
LOE 2 encompasses multiple initiatives focused on using advanced analytics to exploit DISA
organizational data assets. In this context, the OCDO leads on establishing analytics best practices,
standards, design patterns and works with various stakeholder organizations to explore the value of
analytics to their organizations and assist in the execution of those uses cases (see Table 4):
Table 4. LOE 2 Initiatives, Core Deliverables, and Associated Timeframes
INITIATIVE

DELIVERABLE

TIMEFRAME

OCDO Data Lab / Lakehouse IOC

4QFY23

1

Evolve data collection, aggregation, and
modeling to provide relevant, discoverable,
understandable, and trusted information and
to enable rapid and effective decision making
within the DoD. Certify that the data
infrastructure enables this to be done
effectively and efficiently (DISA SAP)

Published Data Curation
Methodology v1.0

4QFY22

2

Establish a framework of standards and
processes that facilitate the identification,
collection, cataloging, and use of data, both
internal to DISA’s mission objectives as well as
enabling use by our mission partners (DISA
SAP)

Published Use Case Identification and
Prioritization Process

4QFY22

3

Establish the framework that enables the
agency to analyze and prioritize use cases for
DISA data that support the key areas of
Command and Control, Senior Leader Decision
Support, Cybersecurity Analytics, and Business
/ Mission analysis (DISA SAP)

4

Complete first use case for data as a strategic
asset focused on IAP Netflow data
exploitation. (DISA SAP)

Documented Use Case Results

4QFY22

5

Enforce metadata tagging standards for data
normalization. (DISA SAP)

Published metadata tagging standard

4QFY23
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6

Establish DISA OCDO Analytics Center of
Excellence

Analytics COE Charter. Civilian and
Contractor Leads Appointed

2QFY23

7

OCDO Data Lab Environment

OCDO Data Lab IOC. Analytics
Capabilities accessible to DISA tenant
teams or individuals

4QFY23

4.3 Line of Effort 3 - Data Culture
Establishing a culture of data-driven behaviors requires a fundamental shift in DISA’s relationship with
its Data. Data-driven organizations are ones in which data assets are consistently and reliably leveraged
to translate business strategy in to positive, measurable mission outcomes. An organization’s perceived
increase in the value of data in this context leads almost instinctively to a closer and more nurturing
relationship with its data. This impact on the culture begins with a trained, knowledgeable, data aware
workforce armed with reliable, secure, ubiquitous access to fit-for-use organization data assets and
modern analytics. In the context of people, process, and technology, LOEs 1 and 2 address access to
data and analytics while this LOE addresses role-specific training, education, and certifications required
to transform DISA’s decision-making such that individuals in all roles to comfortably shift to an
expanding reliance and usage of data.
4.3.1 LOE 3 INITIATIVES
LOE 3 encompasses multiple initiatives focused on workforce training, certifications, and community
(see Table 5):
Table 5. LOE 3 Initiatives, Core Deliverables, and Associated Timeframes
INITIATIVE

DELIVERABLE

TIMEFRAME

Training program curriculum
developed tied to specific roles
across the entire workforce

2QFY23

1

Develop and implement agency-wide training
opportunity to increase general knowledge of
data management practices across the workforce
and possibly tie training to job billets. Offer
certification to the workforce as part of our
recruitment and retention in the data arena.
Upon completion of the DISA Data
Implementation Plan, the CDO office will
coordinate best practices to offer training with
WSD. Integrate all new training content to existing
methods of training/certifications (DISA SAP)

2

OCDO Sponsored Communities of Interest

COI Charter

4QFY23

3

Data & Analytics Summit

First Summit Scheduled

2QFY23

4

Data Brown Bag Events

First Event Scheduled

1QFY23

4.4 Line of Effort 4 – Knowledge Management
Knowledge Management (KM) is the practice of organizing and sharing data, information, instructions,
and lessons learned to facilitate informed decision-making at all levels of an organization. The goals of
the KM program are to ensure communication and understanding of the Director’s intent across the
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Agency, make authoritative data and information easily accessible and consumable to the workforce
and provide a process by which data and information is quickly updated and distributed. The DoD relies
more than ever on timely, accurate, and authoritative information to accomplish its mission. The role of
the KM program at DISA is to focus on the management of operationally relevant data and information.
The program supports and enhances mission and business processes; defines the specific KM functions
and duties for each DISA organization; provides essential KM resources to assist with improving the
information lifecycle; and captures institutional knowledge - information, policies, procedures, and
techniques - developed over time. The KM program serves as a catalyst for the development of
processes to manage and distribute data and information. For existing operations and business
processes, maturity assessments provide for process improvement and the tools supporting them.
4.4.1 DISA KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT MATURITY ASSESSMENT
Over time, knowledge management programs mature, business priorities shift, and new technologies
emerge. Periodic assessment of processes and technology provides the performance data and metrics
needed to apply refinement actions and build upon existing processes. Knowledge Management
Maturity Assessment is a tool that aids in the determination of the maturity model of an organization.
The maturity assessment describes the development of KM programs (Figure 3). The model progresses
from Level 1, at which an organization has basic awareness of KM processes, to Level 5, at which KM
processes and behaviors are fully matured and undergo continuous improvement.

Figure 3. The Five Levels of Knowledge Management Maturity
Because the execution of Agency programs spans multiple organizations and functions, the DISA KM
Team intends to approach maturity assessment as it relates to Agency programmatically, rather the
evaluating by organization, capturing the maturity level of each program activity (program management,
engineering, acquisition, etc.). In the process of collecting data for the maturity assessment, we also
educate the workforce regarding KM best practices, processes, and how to identify and best employ
technology to achieve operational efficiency.
4.4.2 LOE 4 INITIATIVES
The following are the LOE 4 Imitative as defined both within the DISA Strategic Action Plan and by the
KM organization (see Table 6).
Table 6. LOE 4 Initiatives, Core Deliverables, and Associated Timeframes
INITIATIVE

DELIVERABLE

TIMEFRAME

1

KM Knowledge Management Assessment

10-12 Program Level Assessments
Completed

3QFY23

2

Leverage and synergize with knowledge
management practices at all echelons to
establish and standardize data usage

Knowledge Management Plan

1QFY24
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throughout its lifecycle (data – information –
knowledge – wisdom); designate
integrated/central data repository and
authoritative data source (DISA SAP)

3

4

Expand the Agency’s KM Maturity through the
development of fit-for-purpose knowledge
portals, dashboards, and content management
solutions leveraging existing agency platforms
and enablers
Develop a KM Knowledge Share Toolkit

Enhanced Cross-Organization
Collaboration

2QFY23

People, Process, Technology and
Policy document to enhance and
enforce KM practices across the
agency

1QFY23

5 DATA-DRIVEN MISSION OUTCOMES
5.1 Establishing the Data-Driven KPI Framework
5.1.1 ALIGNMENT TO MISSION OUTCOMES
Data-Driven capability and process maturity addressed in the assessment targets above reflect only a
portion of what belongs within the scope of DISA strategy and oversight. Ultimately, the goal of
managing data as a critical asset and cultivating a data-driven enterprise is to achieve the mission
outcomes established by DISA leadership. The types of capability and process maturity described in this
IPlan represent essential enablers to achieve specific mission outcomes leveraging data. As a result, the
activities described in this section address metrics and progress towards capability maturity as well as
progress towards positive mission outcomes. DISA will derive these metrics in the essential process
shown in Figure 4 below:

Figure 4. KPI Decomposition
Measuring projects to achieving mission goals, however, requires a flexible metrics management
framework because the emphasis on specific mission aligned goals naturally emerge and fade over time.
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5.1.2 MANAGING KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Industry models such as Information Technology Service Management (ITSM) and ITIL (Information
Technology Infrastructure Library) provide a reliable and flexible framework to support continuous
process improvement coupled with service measurement and reporting structures. Elements of this
framework are useful to decompose mission motivated Critical Success Factors (CSFs) to clear, concise,
measurable targets expressed, and managed as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). In all cases, Critical
Success Factors and Key Performance Indicators should be clearly defined to measure service
performance (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Clearly Defined CSFs, KPIs, and SLAs are Critical Steps to Measure Service Performance
Defining performance measures as KPI’s in this context requires they be expressed with the classic
SMART characteristics: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Timely. Properly expressed,
aligned, and managed, KPIs help an organization define the specific data required to measure
effectiveness and efficiency of services delivered. The following artifacts are populated with sample
metrics illustrating the methodology as notional use cases for the DISA OCDO reflecting both metrics
designed to measure OCDO performance on specific internal operational goals and the impact OCDO
data management efforts are having on a specific mission area (see Tables 7, 8, and 9):
Table 7. KPI Sample 1
ID

Name

Area

Process/Function

Unit

OCDO-001

DISA OCDO Staff Data Management
Certification

Description

What percentage of eligible staff have achieved Certified Data Management Professionals?

Formula

From the DISA OCDO project plan, find all staff certified on the Data Governance courses in the Development
Plan. The metric is:

Training

Staff Development

% Eligible Staff
Trained

Data
Collection
Annual

% Eligible staff trained = (staff certified in Data Governance)/ (staff to be trained in Governance from the
plan) * 100
Also measured and reported is the 3-month projection:
Projected eligible staff certified = (staff booked on Governance courses in next 90 days + staff certified in
Governance) / (staff to be trained in Governance in plan in 90 days’ time) * 100
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Context

Specific metrics for the different aspects of certification are required. Each lifecycle and major area have its
requirements. The percentage is relative to the plan - a development road map should be produced at the
start of a Service Management program, showing what training is intended at which stage This metric, along with the other developmental metrics keeps track of the overall development program.
Without these metrics it is easy to lose track and suddenly find that half the service desk staff haven't had
EDM training.
The three-month projected figure allows the accountable individuals to book training to prevent shortfall in
the metric in future. The organization can decide if 'trained' means 'attended the course' or 'is certified'.

Table 8. KPI Sample 2
ID

Name

Area

Process/Function

Unit

Data
Collection

OCDO-002

Business Metadata Baseline for known Data
Data Governance
DISA Information Assets
Architecture &
Governance

% Information Monthly
Assets
Baselined

Description

What percentage of identified DISA Information Assets have been fully business defined and baselined into
the Data Catalog?

Formula

From Data Catalog Reporting, identify all Information Assets in Published Status. The metric is:
% Information Assets Baselined = (Baselined Assets) / (Known Information Assets) * 100
Also measured and reported is the 3-month projection:
Projected Assets Baselined = (Assets currently in-work in next 90 days + Baselined Assets) / (Assets to be
curated in 90 days’ time) * 100
This is one of many KPI’s and Metrics associated with Data Architecture and Governance completeness and
maturity. The baselining effort identified in this context relates to the induction of known and existing
information assets into the Data Catalog and those that are fully defined, reviewed, approved, and published.
Fully defined includes the following:

Context

-All data elements associated with the Information Asset are identified, disambiguated, and defined in their
business and mission context
-All business rules associated with the data elements and information assets are defined, reviewed by the
data owners, captured in the Data Catalog and aligned to the appropriate assets and data elements. This
includes edit and combination rules, domain value constraints, value composition rules, etc.
-Authoritative Data Sources are designated for each data element and information asset and include suitable
source designations as appropriate.

Table 9. KPI Sample 3
ID

Name

Area

Process/Function

Mission Outcomes Master Data
Management

Unit

Data
Collection

OCDO-003

Mission Partner 360 / Dossier
Development

% Increase in insight Monthly
driven, targeted
Mission Partner
communications

Description

What percentage of eligible Mission Partners are fully engaged with the DISA Mission Partner 360 Awareness
Campaign

Formula

Identify all Mission Partners (MP) who are fully participating in the campaign and whose dossiers are
validated and complete. The metric is:
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% Eligible MPs profiled = (MPs profiled) / (MPs to be profiled) * 100
Also measured and reported is the 3-month projection:
Projected eligible MPs profiled = (MPs inducted in next 90 days + MPs profiled) / (MPs to be profiled in 90
days’ time) * 100
Context

The Mission Partner 360 Airmen Dossier Development Campaign is a Master Data Management Initiative
which introduces new technologies, data integration pipelines, and master data management techniques to
provide a 360 view of MPs and their engagement level with DISA services. This process enables the CRM style
management, tracking, and profiling data to be analyzed in conjunction with essential demographics.
Diagnostic, Descriptive and Predictive analytic techniques will be applied to provide DISA service managers to
reduce costs, improve profit margins, and tailor MP services.

5.1.3 KPI LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
KPI’s will change over time reflecting shifts in the environmental factors impacting the DISA mission. The
DISA KPI Framework will, as a result, provide lifecycle management in line with existing industry best
practices. The essential lifecycle is illustrated below (see Figure 6):

Figure 6. KPI Stages of Lifecycle Management
The continuum of activities from Stage 1 to Stage 3 reflect the capacity of the KPI’s to either evolve over
time or be suspended or superseded.

6 CONCLUSION
This implementation plan enables DISA to better align efforts being executed across the enterprise
aimed at accomplishing the goals and mission objectives outlined in the DoD Data Strategy to make data
visible, accessible, understandable, linked, trustworthy, interoperable, and secure. Further, it defines
tasks and outcomes that support the DISA Strategic Action Plan objectives to leverage data as a center
of gravity and promote the agility required to quickly adapt to the needs of our Mission Partners and the
tactics of adversaries in cyberspace.
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